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IWC answers consumer demand with
unisex Portofino watch series
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IWC's  Portofino Mids ize collection campaign

 
By JEN KING

Switzerland’s IWC Schaffhausen has debuted a timepiece collection geared toward both
men and women to reflect current horology trends.

IWC’s Portofino Midsize collection is a first for the watchmaker, which acknowledges that
oftentimes the timepiece industry is predominantly skewed toward a male consumer
base. The Portofino Midsize collection looks to amend that habit by appealing to the
demand of both sexes for a smaller case diameter with a celebrity-studded campaign and
wide style options.

"The approach is not novel,"  said Sophie Terrisse, CEO of STC Associates, New York.
"Women often wear men’s watch models as a symbol of feminine affirmation and
power.

"Rolex Men models have been a must amongst female celebrities for the past 20 years,"
she said. "This is not a shift, but rather it is  evidence that all brands need to continue to
cater to gender-specific demands with specialized sports or jewelry designs.

"First they must cater to the character of its  consumers that truly unify the genders – bold,
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confident and elegant."

Ms. Terrisse is not affiliated with IWC, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

IWC was unable to comment directly before press deadline.

His or hers
The Portofino collection has been one of IWC’s most successful watch lines for more
than 30 years. During this time the collection was popular with both genders, but with
demand for smaller and “jewelry style” timepieces, IWC has updated the case diameter
from 40 millimeters to 37 millimeters for the Portofino Midsize.

"Many preceded and many will follow," Ms. Terrisse said. "This isn’t a trend, but a way to
reconnect with the connoisseur and communicate endorsement through a triumphantly
jet set design of story telling.

"Many will want to emulate the approach, not necessarily the path of rethinking design of
coveted timepieces," she said.

IWC’s Portofino Midsize collection includes 27 variations including diamond detail and
mother-of-pearl options.

New models of IWC's Portofino Midsize watch collection 

Georges Kern, CEO of IWC Schaffhausen said in statement, “We are extending this
popular family to include a midsize format, not expressly ladies’ watches, that will appeal
to both women and men everywhere.

“The Portofino line is particularly well suited for this because the name is more feminine
and, compared with other IWC models, the collection is generally more elegant,” he said.
“We’ve used diamonds and mother-of-pearl to give certain models the Portofino flair of
the 1950s and 1960s, when jewelry-style accessories like these were enormously popular.”

To market the Portofino Midsize watches, IWC worked with photographer Peter Lindbergh
to capture seven well-known celebrities at the Italian fishing village of Portofino. IWC’s
campaign includes actors Cate Blanchett, Christoph Waltz, Ewan McGregor, Emily Blunt
and Zhou Xun and a secondary effort with models Adriana Lima and Karolina Kurkova.
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Actor cast of IWC's Portofino Midsize collection campaign 

Mr. Lindbergh shot the group in the spring of 2014 while walking along the city’s coastline
and appreciating the scenic views offered by Portofino. The campaign cast was dressed
in tuxedos, elegant gowns and IWC’s Portofino Midsize watches.

The photoshoot “transformed the fishing village into a modern yet nostalgic world in
which the new Portofino Midsize collection finally claims its stake.”

In a two-minute video, the campaign’s cast is  shown enjoying Portofino by driving in a
vintage Mercedes-Benz along its cliffside roads, sitting in a garden drinking coffee
together and on a speed boat heading toward the city’s harbor.

Embedded Video: //www.youtube.com/embed/s6NpJ8wQ1KM

IWC Schaffhausen - A Sparkle to the Wrist - Portofino Midsize collection

On the Web site, IWC has included a “Meet the Cast” section where the consumer can
learn more about the actors and models featured in the Portofino Midsize collection
campaign.

Here, the consumer can also browse the collection’s variants and learn about the
Portofino watch collection's evolution since its inception in 1984.

Battle of the sexes
Just as watchmakers cater their campaigns to male consumers, jewelers often
concentrate on the sentiments of their female enthusiasts. To lessen the chance of
distancing consumers, jewelers and watchmakers must balance campaigns to appeal to
both genders.

For example, French jeweler Cartier examined its heritage while looking toward the future
in a social video titled “Shape Your T ime.”

Cartier’s video aimed to redefine the “limits of time” by highlighting its watchmaking
skills. The brand’s social films tend to focus on its women’s jewelry, so this video
indicates a ramped-up effort to attract male consumers (see story).

Jewelers and watchmakers that work together to create a new gender-specific product will
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instill trust in the consumer.

For instance, Swiss watchmaker Parmigiani Fleurier collaborated with Italy’s Pomellato to
create the jeweler’s first range of watches that connect the world of fine jewelry design
and watchmaking for female consumers.

The four-piece “Tonda Pomellato” capsule collection was inspired by Parmigiani’s
Tonda watches and is set in Pomellato’s signature rose gold. The joint endeavour is likely
to attract enthusiasts of both brands due to the collection’s use of signature characteristics
and well-known watch design (see story).

Coneying the Portofino Midsize collection with the help of celebrities further's IWC
message of elegance and class.

"Ewan McGregor, Christoph Waltz, Cate Blanchett, Emily Blunt and Zhou Xun read like a
Hall of Fame of the international, intellectual artists," Ms. Terrisse said.  "The art direction
is brilliantly minimal and personal, but the short movie lacks persuasion as to why all
gather around the brand.

"The set up is designed for the ultra consumer, but fails to convey why these celebrities
are gathering and why the great IWC timepieces draw them together into this journey," she
said.

Final Take
Jen King, lead reporter on Luxury Daily, New York
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